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The classi!cation of entangled mixed states in multiparticle systems is a di"cult task. Even for three
parties, six classes arise that are inequivalent under Local Operations and Classical Communications
(LOCC) [1]. For more than three particles, there are already in!nite number of such families [2]. So it is
desirable to !nd coarser classi!cations.
One of the possible classi!cations is the following. We look for the largest particle group that contains
particles entangled with each other while it is non-entangled with the rest. Then, we call the state 5, 10
or 50 particle entangled based on this [3,4]. The entanglement depth or k-producibility has been
de!ned this way. In more detail, we call a pure state of N particles k-producible, if it can be written as

|Ψ1 ⟩ ⊗ |Ψ2 ⟩ ⊗ |Ψ3 ⟩ ⊗ … ,

(1)

where each |Ψl ⟩ is of the state of at most k particles. A mixed state is k-producible if it is the mixture
of pure k-producible states. If a quantum state is not k-producible then it is at least (k + 1)-particle
entangled, or it has at least an entanglement depth k + 1.
There have been many groundbreaking experiments putting a lower bound on the entanglement
depth of the quantum system, aiming to produce larger and larger entanglement depth, creating
entanglement depth in the thousands [5,6,7,8,9,10]. At this point, an important question arises. If we
have 100 particles in a 20-particle entangled state, it can happen in various ways. For example, it can
happen, that all twenty-particle groups are fully entangled

[
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1
√2

⊗5

(|0⟩⊗20 + |1⟩⊗20 )] ,

(2)
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or it can also happen that there is a single twenty-particle group that is genuine multiparticle
entangled, while the rest of the particles are in the trivial |0⟩ state

[

1
√2

(|0⟩⊗20 + |1⟩⊗20 )] ⊗ |0⟩⊗80 .

(3)

Clearly, we would like to distinguish these two cases. Hence, it is natural to ask what else can we tell
about apart from the entanglement depth.
The article of Sz. Szalay from the Wigner Research Centre for Physics in Budapest published in
Quantum [11] is just doing that. The preliminary ideas, laid down in previous works [12,13,14], are as
follows. First, on level I, the author characterizes the total system by the use of its partitions,

ξ = X1 |X2 |X3 | … ,

(4)

where a part Xl is a subsystem, possibly consisting of several elementary subsystems (e.g., particles).

ξ-uncorrelated states are just product states of the form
ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2 ⊗ ϱ3 ⊗ … ,
where ϱl lives on subsystem Xl . ξ-separable

states are those which can be formed as mixtures of ξuncorrelated states, that is, states that are separable for the partitioning given by ξ. After the level I,
the article de!nes level II and level III descriptions using fundamental set theory that can handle in a
coherent way a large variety of relevant cases appearing in multiparticle systems. Level II is needed for
handling mixtures of states uncorrelated with respect to di#erent partitions. For example, considering
three elementary subsystems A, B and C , the {AB|C, BC|A, AC|B}-separable states are mixtures
of AB|C -uncorrelated, BC|A-uncorrelated and AC|B-uncorrelated states. These states are not
considered tripartite entangled [1,15].
So level II is about the possible states from which the state can be mixed, then level III is about the
possible states from which the state can be mixed and from which it cannot be mixed. For examples,
besides the cases known earlier [1,15], we mention that there are states that are

{AB|C, BC|A, AC|B}-separable, but neither {AB|C, BC|A}-separable, nor {AB|C, AC|B}separable, nor {BC|A, AC|B}-separable; that is, to mix them, shared bipartite entanglement is
needed in all the three bipartite subsystems [12,16]. Another example is that of the states which are

AB|C -separable (while not being A|B|C -separable) and also {BC|A, AC|B}-separable; that is,
they can be mixed without shared bipartite entanglement in AB, if we have shared bipartite
entanglement in BC and in AC . Such “roundabout” states [12,16] were constructed only recently [17].
In a nutshell, levels I and II describe the possible multipartite correlation and entanglement

properties, and level III is about the classification in the strict sense. For the multipartite
https://quantum-journal.org/views/qv-2020-01-27-30/
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properties, correlation and entanglement measures are also constructed, generalizing the

mutual information and the entanglement of formation or relative entropy of entanglement
for the mutipartite scenario. Partial orders can be de!ned for the di#erent sets on all the three levels,
which give the structure of the notions on the di#erent levels, and can be expressed in diagrams. The
interesting properties of the structure of these is also the aim of recent research [18]. This approach is
compatible with the LO paradigm for correlation and the LOCC paradigm entanglement. The state sets
arising on levels I and II are closed with respect to LO/LOCC, the measures are
correlation/entanglement monotones, and on level III the partial order goes along the LO/LOCC
convertibility among the classes.
The novel results of the manuscript, concerning the case when only

permutation invariant properties are taken into account, !t well into this general framework. This
restriction is well motivated when an ensemble of particles is described, which cannot be addressed
one by one. For this, the same construction as the above is built up, but now based on

integer partitions,
ξ^ = x1 |x2 |x3 | … ,
where xl is a possible subsystem-size (e.g., particle number). ξ^-uncorrelated

states are just product

states of the form

ϱ1 ⊗ ϱ2 ⊗ ϱ3 ⊗ … ,
where now ϱl lives on a subsystem of size xl , not speci!ed, which one. ξ^-separable

states are those

which can be formed as mixtures of ξ^-uncorrelated states. Again, level II and level III descriptions can
be formulated analogously.
Here comes an elaborate de!nition of k-producibility and k-partitionability in the above picture. A
partition of the type (4) is k-producible, if all the subsystems contain at

most k elementary
subsystems, e.g., particles. A partition is k-partitionable, if the number of subsystems is at least k.
Then, we can talk about k-producibly uncorrelated and k-producibly separable states. We can also
de!ne k-partitionably uncorrelated and k-partitionably separable states. (The k-producibly separable
states are called k-producible states in entanglement theory, while k-partitionibly separable states are
k-separable states. The article uses the more general naming, because it considers correlation and
entanglement in parallel, and the name “k-separably uncorrelated” would not make sense.)
Then, Young diagrams are used to represent the permutationally invariant case. This is very
expressive: what matters is to know how many times the various subsystem sizes appear, and it is not
important, which elementary subsystems a given subsystem consists of. In a Young diagram, every
row of xl squares indicates a group of xl elementary subsystems forming a subsystem. A Young
diagram of horizontal size k and vertical size k′ correspond to a partition being k-producible and k′ partitionable. The conjugation of Young diagrams, which is the $ip with respect to the diagonal,
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interchanges the horizontal and vertical sizes, establishing an interesting duality, connecting
producibility and partitionability.
Finally, stretchability, appearing in the title, is the di#erence of producibility and partitionability.
Hence, the Young diagram mentioned above would have a stretchability k − k′ . The notions can be
clearly understood based on Figure 6 in [11]. All these can be applied to de!ne the stretchability for
correlation and for entanglement, combining the advantages of producibility and partitionability in a

− 1, if the state is fully N -partite
entangled. The stretchability of entanglement is −(N − 1), if the state is fully separable. kstretchability combines the advantages of k-partitionability and k-producibility, it is large if there are a
balanced way. For N particles, the stretchability of entanglement N

small number of large correlated or entangled subsystems, and it is small, if the subsystems are
smaller, or if there are too many of them. For example, for the states (2) and (3), the stretchability is

+15 and −61, respectively. Also, stretchability of correlation/entanglement is decreasing for
LO/LOCC. In short, k-stretchability is de!ned as a new quantity added to k-producibility and kseparability to characterize better the multipartite entanglement of the quantum state.
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